**MEZZANINE SAFETY GATE, MEZZ-200-DW**

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- **MODEL NUMBER:** MEZZ-200-DW
- **OVERALL WIDTH:** 108 1/2" (101 1/2" to 108 1/2"
- **INSIDE WIDTH:** 98 1/2" (98 1/2" to 98 1/2"
- **USABLE WIDTH:** 96"
- **OVERALL HEIGHT:** 80 1/16" (78 3/8"
- **INSIDE HEIGHT:** 78 3/8"
- **OVERALL DEPTH:** 79 5/16" (76 11/16"
- **INSIDE DEPTH:** 76 11/16"
- **HANDRAIL HEIGHT:** 42 3/8"  (79 1/2"

**SPECIAL FEATURES**

- **TOUGH BAKED IN POWDER COATED YELLOW FINISH**

**SPECIAL FEATURES**

- **NONE**

---
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**NOTE:**

- Usable load size is dependent upon both the load height and load depth.
- Taller loads will have to be shorter in depth, and deeper loads will have to be shorter in height.
- In order for the gates to clear the load, with a taller & deeper load, load placement will be more critical, as well as limited.
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**Tough Baked in Powder Coated Yellow Finish**
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**Any Modified Units Are Non-Returnable**
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**I, the undersigned, agree that the product as represented satisfies design and dimension requirements. I also acknowledge my duty to confirm product and installation compliance with all applicable Federal, State and local regulations and standards.**
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**Any Additions, Deletions, or Omissions Must Be Corrected On This Drawing As This Drawing Will Be Considered All Inclusive.**
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**All Graphics Provided Are For Reference Only. If Certain Dimensions Are Critical Please Verify Those Dimensions With Your Salesperson.**
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**APPROX WEIGHT: 205.61 lbs.**

**Does Not Include Weight Of Power Or Packaging!!**
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